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Where Caesar’s Latin does not belong:
a comparative grammar based approach to Romance etymology
Éva Buchi, ATILF (CNRS & Nancy-Université)

1. Introduction

In this presentation, I would like to argue in favour of a comparative grammar based approach of Romance etymology. In fact, I would not hesitate to assert that what this talk advocates is a paradigm shift in Romance inherited etymology. Let me explain why.

The leading paradigm in etymology of inherited lexicon all over the world is comparative grammar, a classical bottom-up approach, where the common ancestor of a language family is reconstructed from current languages (see Fox 1995). Indeed, the comparative method is successfully applied in Indo-European, Germanic, Slavic, Semitic, Austronesian, Sino-Tibetan... etymology.

But what is true for almost all language families does not apply to Romance languages. In this domain scholars discard the comparative method as unnecessary in the face of all the written testimonies of classical Latin, from Plautus via Caesar to Tacitus. Instead, they apply a top-down method, which stresses the disintegration of ‘high’ Latin into ‘low’ Romance languages. So, since its beginning in the 19th century, when dealing with inherited lexicon, Romance etymology and etymography always promoted classical Latin etyma (like cabăllus, décēm or hērba [REW3]) and gave credit to the comparative method only in those rare occasions when there is no handy Latin etymon available (like *abbībērāre [REW3]). So, while comparative reconstruction is a well-established branch of linguistics with well-tried principles and tools, it is in general not applied to Romance etymology.

However, in two quite revolutionary papers, Jean-Pierre Chambon (2007; 2010), a professor at the Sorbonne, recommended recently recreating Romance etymology on the basis of comparative grammar. The purpose of this paper is to validate Chambon’s claim that, when dealing with inherited lexicon, Romance etymologists should use the comparative method. I will do that by applying comparative grammar to one set of Romance cognates.

2. Etymology of Italian *cadere* ‘to fall’ and its cognates

If you are interested in the etymology of the English verb *(to) fall*, you may look it up in the OED2 or in OED online or, if you want the short version, you may open the Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology (Onions et al. 1966). You will see the authors of this dictionary first enumerate several cognates of *(to) fall*: Old Frisian and Old Norse falla, Old Saxon and Old High German fallan. They then conclude that this cognate series shares the etymon *fallan*, which is a Common German or Proto-German lexeme. The fact that this common ancestor is reconstructed is marked by an asterisk.

Let us have a look at the etymology provided for the semantic equivalents of *(to) fall* in Romance languages: Italian *cadere*, French *choir*, Spanish *caer* and so forth. The reference dictionary of Romance etymology, Meyer-Lübke’s almost hundred-year-old Romanisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch (REW3), gives the following information:


Venez. und Rätorom. selten, in Frankreich durch *tomber, tumbá* mehr und mehr an die Peripherie gedrängt. – Ablt.: [...]

As you will see, in Romance etymology, the comparative method is bypassed by mentions of Latin etyma. In the REW3, the headword under which Italian *cadere*, French *choir* and Spanish *caer* are treated is *cadère*, a classical Latin verb which can be found in any Latin dictionary. But then the REW mentions a second etymon, the subentry *cadêre*, which is some sort of ‘fiddled with’ classical Latin: the short <e> has been replaced by a long one in order to accommodate the Romance forms. This is the closest traditional Romance etymology comes to applying comparative reconstruction: as a means to fill gaps in cases where textual tradition is lacking exact Latin correlates. The underlying idea is however clearly that the etymon pertains to Latin: graphic presentation is given according to Latin conventions (the velar plosive /k/ is noted by the grapheme <c>) and, more to the point, the etymon comprises a long /e/, which is consistant with the Latin vowel system, whereas everybody agrees that having long and short vowels is not a feature presented by the common ancestor of the Romance languages (commonly named ‘Vulgar Latin’).

Note that, as all the Romance lexemes are filed under the subentry 2., the main headword does not account for Italian *cadere* nor for any of its cognate forms: one has every right to question the legitimacy of that headword.

By the way, in the domain of Romance linguistics the asterisk usually (as in the REW3) does not mean ‘reconstructed’, but ‘not attested’: written testimony –or, as in this case, the absence of written testimony– is paramount.

My claim is that applying the comparative method to this etymological family deepens our understanding of its origin. I will limit the demonstration to the stressed syllable.

Italian (Tuscan), Venetian and Sicilian [ka'dere] and old Catalan [ka'der] present the stressed syllable */de/*. Romanian [ko'dea] shows diphtongization and Dalmatian [ka'dar] opening to /a/. Old Occitan [ka'zer] presents the fricative /z/ instead of the plosive /d/, and in Spanish and Galician-Portuguese [ka'er], even the fricative dropped. As to French /wa/, it is a regular (if quite exotic) evolution, like in *croire* as opposed to Italian *credere* and Spanish *creer*. All these stressed syllables stem, as they represent regular sound correspondences, from Proto-Romance (the reconstructed antecedent language) */de/, and by applying the same method to the whole lexeme, we get */ka'd-e-re/.

According to the REW3, */ka'd-e-re/ is the only etymon to invoke. Yet this is a quite incomplete view. Indeed, Venetian ['kaze], Sicilian ['kadiri], Occitan ['kaire] and Catalan ['kaurə] represent variants with stressed syllables /ka/. These forms stem of necessity from Proto-Romance */kad-e-re/. Indeed, morphologic analysis shows that we are in presence of two inflectional types (*/kad-e-re/ and */ka'd-e-re/) of one single verb, which I propose to present in the more abstract form of Proto-Romance */kad-e-/. If we consider both of these inflectional types, it appears that with the exception of Sardinian, Romanche and Ladin, all Romance idioms present heirs of this Proto-Romance */kad-e-/ ‘(to) descend freely by the force of gravity, (to) fall’.

Geolinguistics shows that the */kad-e-re/ type, which is only present in the geographical centre of the Romance area, is recessive. It pertains to an older stratum, whilst the */ka'd-e-re/ type, which is ubiquitous, translates in a younger stratum.
I will now correlate this linguistically motivated stratigraphy with two independent sets of data. The first of them is extra-linguistic, since it pertains to geographical areas conquered by the Romans at different periods. Consider the map provided by Manfred Raupach in the *Lexikon der Romanistischen Linguistik* (Raupach 1996), which represents the latinization process in the antiquity: in 300 before Jesus Christ, Latin was only spoken in Rome and in the Latium region; after a hundred years of expanding, Latin had spread to the southern part of the Italic peninsula and to Sicily; in 100 before Jesus Christ, Latin was spoken as well in the northern part of the Italic peninsula, in the South of Gallia and in the Iberic peninsula; only around Jesus Christ, Latin spread to the North of Gallia and to the future homelands of Dalmatian and Romanian.

The */'kad-e-re/ type is found only in anciently latinized areas, whereas the */ka'd-e-re/ type is everywhere (or was, at least, in the Middle Ages). That shows that the most ancient variety of Proto-Romance knew both inflectional types, while in more recent Proto-Romance the verb only lived in the inflectional variant */'kad-e-re/.

This finding relies on analyses made by Romance linguistics and by historians of the Roman empire. Let’s now draw in Latin philology. Written Latin data confirms this chronology. The correlate of */'kad-e-re/, *cadere*, is known throughout all of antiquity: it is attested since Ennius (TLL 3, 16-32). As to the second inflectional type, its correlate, *cadēre*, is attested only in the late antiquity, in the 4th century A.D. (cadēbit [4th century]; cadēat [ca 400]; TLL 3, 16; Stotz 1998: 186). This is consistent with the hypothesis that */'kad-e-re/ and */ka'd-e-re/ represented variants within the Latin diasystem, where */'kad-e-re/ belonged to the acrolect and */ka'd-e-re/ to the basilect. One can assume that in the earlier periods, the Roman conquerors disseminated a form of spoken Latin which contained both variants, whereas in the more recent periods, when expansion of the Roman empire relied less and less on native speakers and more and more on bilinguals without access to the acrolect, only */'kad-e-re/ survived.

3. Evaluation of the efficiency of the comparative method

The purpose of our study was to validate Chambon’s claim that, when dealing with inherited lexicon, Romance etymologists should use the comparative method. So was Chambon right in pleading for the replacement of the traditional ‘look it up in the Latin dictionary’ approach of Romance etymology by the methodological framework of linguistic reconstruction? And in treating Romance languages like ‘normal’ languages?

Our findings concerning the etymology of Italian *cadere* and its cognates clearly show that yes, the comparative method works just fine for Romance etymology, and it yields more interesting results than the Latin-centered and grapho-centered method practiced until now.

First for Romance etymology: this method enables us to establish not only the existence of a lexeme made of two inflectional types, which differ in their belonging to two distinct diastratic varieties of Proto-Romance, but also their stratification: a more acrolectal one (*/'kad-e-re/), which fades from use as time goes by, and a more basilectal one (*/ka'd-e-re/), which remains common even in later Proto-Romance. As all languages, including reconstructed ones, know internal variation, this finding is anything but mysterious, but only comparative etymology could bring it to the surface (see Buchi & Schweickard to appear). As Philip Durkin put it:
Even though our surviving records for classical Latin are mostly literary and reflect a highly homogeneous literary language, there is indeed some variation in our surviving Latin evidence, and the later evidence of the Romance languages suggests the existence of a good deal of further variation in Latin which is not reflected in the surviving documentary evidence. (Durkin 2009: 10-11)

But applying the comparative method to Romance languages also yields more interesting results for Latin etymology: instead of just giving Latinists back what they already know, we give them a deeper understanding of their data by placing them in the context of a diasystem.

Finally, this method yields also more interesting results for Indo-European etymology, because Proto-Romance data compare, more easily than Latin data do, to Proto-x data. Together with Proto-Germanic, Proto-Slavic, Proto-Indo-Iranian, and so on, Proto-Romance helps to reconstruct Proto-Indo-European.

4. DÉRom project

So in my eyes comparative grammar is a valuable method to be applied in Romance inherited etymology; I would even say the most valuable. However, you may be tempted to challenge this generalization on the grounds that one single example is not quite that convincing in itself. Indeed, I readily acknowledge that in this study, the comparative method was only applied to one set of Romance cognates. To completely validate the new method, the same procedure should be replicated with other lexemes. This is where a European research programme comes into play as whose ambassador I speak to you today. It is called *Dictionnaire Étymologique Roman*, DÉRom in short (see Buchi 2010; Buchi, Chauveau, Gouver & Greub 2010; Buchi & Schweickard 2008; 2009; 2010; Florescu 2009; Schweickard 2010): a new Romance etymological dictionary which goes by the comparative method. The goal of DÉRom, during its first stage, consists in reconstructing some 500 etymological bases common to all or nearly all Romance languages: the core lexicon of Proto-Romance. It is edited by Wolfgang Schweickard, a professor of Romance linguistics at Saarland University, and myself, and compiled by a team of about 40 linguists based in eleven countries (Austria, Croatia, Czechia, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and Switzerland). The dictionary is published online, on a free Web site hosted by the ATILF (see DÉRom in the bibliography). For the time being, 32 entries are available, all of which lend support to the idea that comparative grammar is a useful method in the domain of Romance etymology.

Let’s just quote some of our more important results:

– Buchi 2009–2010 in DÉRom s.v. */ϕak-e-/ ‘(to) do’ distinguishes an original type */ϕak-e-re/ and a syncopated one */ϕ-a-re/, the development of which is put in relation with the high frequency of this verb as an auxiliary in proclitic position in the Romance synthetic future */ϕ-a-re-αβ-ere/.

– Medori 2008–2010 in DÉRom s.v. */karpin-u/ ‘hornbeam’ subdivides in two sections, each of which is devoted to an evolved form of the original feminine noun */karpin-u/: first the masculine noun */karpin-u/, which is the result of integrating the lexeme in a more prototypical inflectional class, then the remorphologized feminine noun */karpin-a/.
– Florescu 2010 in DÉRom s.v. */laks-a-/ ‘(to) let’ shows that from the original form */laks-a-/ stemmed, still in Proto-Romance, a more colloquial form */laks-i-a-/, which is fitted up with the interfix */-i-*/ (see de Dardel 2006).

– Andronache 2008-2010 in DÉRom s.v. */pənt-e/*: this entry distinguishes the original masculine noun, a more recent regularized feminine noun, finally a restored masculine, whose emergence explains by acrolectal pressure.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, I hope you agree that applying Chambon’s methodological plea to Italian "cadere" and its cognates bore fruit. In any case, the */'kad-e-/* example provided me with the opportunity to present the DÉRom project. At the same time, this paper constituted the occasion for explaining ourselves, for, as Anatoly Liberman put it: ‘In conformity with their genre, etymological dictionaries emphasize the results rather than the process of the investigation’ (Liberman 2009: 96).

One might think that in Romance etymology, as it is ‘easier’ than, say, Bantu or even Germanic etymology, there are no major discoveries left to be made. But, as Georgia Green and Jerry Morgan put it in their Practical guide to syntactic analysis:

Beginning students are sometimes discouraged by the belief that ‘all the easy stuff’s already been done. What’s left is really hard.’ But when that ‘easy stuff’ is examined closely, it often turns out that it is only half-done, and that the conclusions do not follow from the premises (which often are not made explicit), or that the assumptions they are based on are no longer considered tenable. A surprising amount of the ‘easy stuff’ needs to be re-done. (Green & Morgan 1996: 17)

In the same way, our example shows that applying the comparative method to Romance etymology is likely to provide new insight into this branch of linguistics: apparently, because of its Latin-orientatedness, Romance inherited etymology was only half-done. This explains, I think, Günter Holtus’s and Fernando Sánchez Miret’s opinion, as voiced in the following quotation, even if they do not insist particularly on comparative grammar:

In short, historical-comparative research of the Romance lexicon still stimulates work in Romance linguistics and, as shown by the DÉRom project, is able to offer new and crucial insights in the history of the Romance languages. (Holtus & Sánchez Miret 2008: 178)\(^1\)

In any case, Romance inherited etymology is currently undergoing a major change of paradigm. Using from now on the technique of comparative reconstruction, a method applied to language families all over the world, Romance historical linguistics will definitely be better integrated in general historical linguistics, which will no doubt be highly profitable for both parties.

\(^1\) The translation is ours. Original text: “En definitiva, la investigación histórico-comparativa del léxico de las lenguas románicas no ha cesado de estimular el trabajo de los romanistas y, tal como demuestra el proyecto del DÉRom, está en disposición de ofrecer nuevos frutos esenciales para la comprensión del desarrollo histórico de la Romania”. 5
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